Isabella Acker, 27, events producer
Think of the music scene in Miami and the clubs
of South Beach most likely come to mind. But the
cosmopolitan city has so much more to offer when it
comes to music, art, film, dance and culture—and
Isabella Acker is building a platform to prove that.
As the culture curator of the Prism Music Group, she
has been leading the transformation of downtown
Miami’s Arts + Entertainment District by producing
events that attract audiences in the thousands. “I’m
proud to be part of something much bigger than
myself,” says Acker, who is of Chilean, Argentinean
and Lithuanian descent. “We are building the
community through a diverse spectrum of cultural
happenings, from outdoor film screenings and
farm-to-table dinners to content workshops and
community fitness programs. The point is to hit
on all passion points and distill them into unique
happenings that anyone can enjoy.”
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¡Pa’lante!
led by Latinas with passion and vision, our society is changing right
before our eyes. From how we interact on social media to the way

our clothes are made to the lessons our children learn in school,
these 10 mujer es are in the vanguard. BY Celia Shatzman

The Benevolent Entrepreneur

Amelia Toro, fashion designer
Before Amelia Toro decided to launch her eponymous fashion
line, she visited factories in South Asia and vowed that her
own facility in Bogotá would have different working conditions.
“I was thinking about how to manufacture and create an industry
that’s more humane, less mechanical and still profitable,
and more concentrated in human values and positive energy
when producing a garment,” Toro says. She empowers her
seamstresses—many are single parents—by teaching them how
to complete a single garment from beginning to end, which gives
them a skill while also providing a satisfying creative process and
giving them a lasting trade. Her elegant clothing and accessories,
and the consciousness behind them, have earned her celeb clients
like Shakira and Sofia Vergara, and they are carried by Barneys
New York and Saks Fifth Avenue. “Through a stable and healthy
environment, one will always produce from positivity,” says Toro.

The Beauty Maven

Stephanie Flor, 27, makeup artist and blogger
Women in Spain bathing in chocolate; pedicures in Japan where
fish eat away dead skin; ladies in Thailand using brass coils
around their necks to get a lift: Makeup artist Stephanie Flor has
covered unusual beauty traditions and more from around the
globe for her blog, Around the World Beauty. “I love hearing the
stories of these rituals—how strongly they believe in their way of
life,” says Flor, who is Costa Rican and Ecuadorean. “The most
interesting ones symbolize beauty in the softest way.” After serving
as makeup artist to A-list celebs such as Mariah Carey for years,
Flor needed to sate her wanderlust and desire to delve deeper.
“I wanted something with a story that could impact the soul,”
she explains. “I’m excited to be traveling to Mexico for the Day
of the Dead and all throughout Central America this year,
continuing my search for unique beauty stories and ancient
secrets from our ancestors.”
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The groundbreaker

Linda Alvarado, 63, co-owner of MLB’s Colorado
Rockies, president & CEO of Alvarado Construction
Thanks to years of hard work, Linda Alvarado enjoys
some incredible vistas today—specifically, from the
top of the high-rises she builds with her construction
company and from her front-row box at Colorado
Rockies games. Alvarado’s career shows that you
don’t have to be a man to be successful in a maledominated field. “People often question, ‘Seriously?
She is a major-league baseball owner?’” says
the mexicana. “It was just like those who did not
believe there was any chance in the world that this
Hispanic girl would succeed as a commercial general
contractor. Women were looking through the glass
ceiling; I was trying to break through the concrete
ceiling. My mother would say, ‘Mijita, don’t look for
excuses. Find reasons and you can succeed!’”

The Comeback Kid

Aurora Colello 42, triathlete and multiple sclerosis survivor
When colombiana Aurora Colello was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis
in December 2008, the mom of four was told that she would probably be
in a wheelchair within five years and permanently blind in one eye. So
naturally, she signed up for a triathlon. “I decided I needed to do one now,
while my body still could,” Colello says. More than six years later, she’s still
going strong, and has even gained back her vision, which she attributes to
holistic medicine. After competing in more than 25 triathlons and garnering
sponsors such as women’s apparel brand Alii Sport, Colello is focused on
raising money for causes like pediatric cancer research, ALS and multiple
sclerosis organizations that support teaching the benefits of nutrition and
other lifestyle changes. “I hope to influence other Latinas by encouraging
them that lifestyle changes are powerful,” Colello says. “They not only can
change your life, they can save your life—as they did for me.”

the Social Shaker

Karen Comas, 30, strategic partnerships manager, Facebook
Social media gives everyone the chance to be heard, and that’s what
Karen Comas relishes about her job. She works with media partners and
influencers across the Hispanic market in the U.S. and Latin America to ensure
they get the most out of working with Facebook and Instagram. “It’s important
for everyone to have a voice on social media, but for Latinas specifically, it’s
power,” says Comas, who is Peruvian, Cuban and Italian. “It’s power to show
our strength, to help each other and, more importantly, to move forward.”
She first moved ahead of the curve in 2009 when she worked in Telemundo’s
programming department; social media wasn’t even a full-time job back then,
so she created a new job description for herself and took off from there. “It’s a
career based on connecting people, which I love. Whether it’s connecting my
partners more closely to their communities, or connecting internally with my
colleagues, it’s always about exchanging ideas.”
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The Mentor

Photographs, opening spre ad from lef t: Janel Kilnisan; Zizza Bannoso; Angela Kohler from Blogshop. This spre ad, clock wise
from bottom lef t: courtesy of K aren Coma s; Alvarado Construction; Robert L. Colello; courtesy of Nadia Lope z; David Alan
Harve y; Courtesy of Te x a s House of Representatives; Innovation Weekend Japan 2014.

Nadia L. Lopez, 38, principal of Mott
Hall Bridges Academy, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Most middle-school principals don’t
earn a guest spot on Ellen for inspiring
their students and raising money to
take them to visit Harvard University.
But for Nadia L. Lopez, that’s all part of
her plan to teach kids from Brooklyn’s
rough Brownsville section to aim high
in life. “There are thousands of schools
like ours around the world, but one
thing I learned from my summer visits
to see my abuelita in Guatemala was
that education was valuable,” recalls
Lopez. “The poorest of children would
have great pride in wearing their
uniforms and attending school each
day because they knew their learning
was important and provided them with
skills for the future. It made me realize
that in a community like Brownsville,
we must remind our children that
education has value and their success
comes from learning.”

The Adventurer

Mireya Mayor, 41, anthropologist
and TV correspondent
Mireya Mayor was a Miami Dolphins
cheerleader when she found her true calling
in a college anthropology course. Since
earning her Ph.D., the cubana has become
an acclaimed explorer, conservationist,
author and Emmy-nominated correspondent
for National Geographic’s Ultimate Explorer
series—people call her the real-life Lara
Croft and the female Indiana Jones.
Fearlessly trekking into remote forests,
jungles and mountains, she codiscovered
a new species of lemur in Madagascar and
helped make the area a national park to
protect the animals and their habitat. “I
was the first female wildlife correspondent
National Geographic had on air,” she
says. “I mostly live out of a suitcase and
have travelled all over the world to study
endangered animals few people have seen.”

The Missionary

Rebecca Garcia, 24, web developer
and educator, Squarespace
“Latinas, and women especially, are
underrepresented in technology,” says
Mexican and Filipino Rebecca Garcia.
“There are a lot of negative stereotypes
and biases that need to be changed.
It’s a field where you can define your
own success and start companies
and empires.” To help others empower
themselves, she cofounded the
New York City chapter of CoderDojo—
a network of volunteer-run clubs that
teach coding free to underserved kids.
It’s where she spends her time when
she’s not coding for Squarespace,
where her title is Developer Evangelist.
Her work with CoderDojo earned
her recognition as a White House
Champion of Change in 2013.
“Originally I thought the only way to
help the world was by working at a
nonprofit or in government; I didn’t
realize that you could do it through
sharing technology skills.”

THe Political pioneer

Mary E. González, 31, Texas state representative
“I’ve always been committed to creating a more just and humane world,” says
Mary E. González. And as a Texas state legislator since 2013, she has worked toward
that goal every day, fighting for programs that strongly impact her predominantly
Latino district in West Texas, from infrastructure to education to diversity. “I am very
proud that I have broken numerous barriers in the Texas House: I was the youngest
person in the House last session; I was the first woman elected from my district; and
the first openly LGBT woman elected to state-level politics,” says González,
who is Mexican. “Being so open about my identity pushes the boundaries on
essential conversations that broaden the dialogue about gender and sexuality.”
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